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Recently much interest has been directed towards designing setups that achieve realistic loss
thresholds for decisive tests of local realism, in particular in the optical regime. We analyse the
feasibility of such Bell tests based on a W-state shared between multiple parties, which can be
realised for example by a single photon shared between spatial modes. We develop a general error
model to obtain thresholds on the efficiencies required to violate local realism, and also consider two
concrete optical measurement schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Local realism – the assumption that physical quantities
have well established values previous to any measurement
and that signals cannot travel faster than the speed of
light – entails limits on the correlations which space-like
separated, independent observers may obtain. Such re-
strictions, usually expressed as Bell inequalities [1], may
be surpassed within quantum theory when the observers
share certain entangled quantum states. The correlations
then cannot be explained by any local hidden variable
(LHV) model, and are hence labeled nonlocal correla-
tions.
The experimental evidence for the existence of nonlocal
correlations is compelling yet not completely conclusive.
Existing tests all suffer from one or more loopholes, which
open up LHV explanations of the data unless further as-
sumptions are introduced. In some cases, the measure-
ments are not sufficiently fast or far apart to be space-like
separated events [2]. In other cases, low detection effi-
ciency is the obstacle. For example, in Bell tests based
on photon pairs [3], low photodetection efficiencies im-
ply that in many experimental runs, at least one photon
is lost. Analysing only the coincidence counts, nonlocal
correlations may be observed even when the total dataset
can be explained by a LHV model. An additional fair-
sampling assumption is therefore required to reject lo-
cal realism in experiments with low detection efficiency.
While this may seem natural, albeit slightly dissatisfac-
tory, in experiments probing the nature of quantum me-
chanics, it is incompatible with device independent ap-
plications for which the violation of a Bell inequality is
a necessary condition to assure e.g. security of certain
tasks [4–6]. For example, a malicious eavesdropper could
take advantage of detection inefficiency to break a device-
independent key distribution protocol without being de-
tected.
The robustness of Bell test violations to loss and in-
efficiencies depends on the particular test and setup.
To achieve efficiency thresholds compatible with those
of laboratory detectors, various approaches have been
considered, e.g. changing the number of settings, out-
comes and parties [7–12], as well as the detection schemes
and types of states [12–17]. Interestingly, as first noted
by Eberhard [18], the state providing better robustness
against losses, is not necessarily the most entangled. For
the CHSH inequality, corresponding to 2 parties, 2 set-
tings, and 2 outcomes, a critical efficiency of 67% is
achieved by an almost separable state. However, such
a state is very susceptible to noise, and hence not terri-
bly practical in experiment.
Recently, asymmetric setups have attracted attention.
Asymmetry in the efficiency of different measurement set-
tings is motivated by the fact that the measurements
which can be efficiently performed do not necessarily co-
incide with those yielding a high Bell test violation. For
example, homodyne detection of light can be extremely
efficient, but it seems very difficult to obtain good viola-
tions based solely on homodyning [19]. Combining homo-
dyning and single-photon detection, in Ref. [15] the au-
thors obtain a threshold of 71% for single-photon detec-
tion. This is higher than for the Eberhard scheme, how-
ever the required state is not close to separable and seems
feasible to prepare. Asymmetry between parties is moti-
vated by the natural occurence of entanglement between
different physical systems, such as atoms and photons,
for which the available detection schemes have widely dif-
ferent efficiencies. Atomic states can be measured with
almost unit efficiency. Nonlocality tests for atom-photon
systems have been investigated in Refs. [12, 13], where
a critical single-photon detection efficiency of 45% was
obtained, and very recently in Ref. [17], where 39% was
obtained for a scheme combining atoms, single-photon
and homodyne detection.
In this paper, we consider general asymmetric Bell
tests, based on multipartite W-states [20]. The physi-
cal implementation we have in mind is a single photon
shared between multiple parties, and possibly entangled
with an additional atomic system. However our analysis
is applicable also to a wider qubit setting. The motiva-
tion for focusing on nonlocality tests based on W-states is
threefold: the simplicity of preparing single-photon W-
states, the robustness of W-state entanglement against
losses, and the existence of Bell inequality violations
which rapidly approaches the algebraic maximum for an
increasing number N of parties.
In the following sections we first discuss optical W-
states and examine concrete measurements schemes in
Sec. II. We introduce a POVM model capturing a broad
range of detection imperfections and loss in Sec. III, and
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2in Secs. IV and V we explore the robustness of nonlocal-
ity for the W-state by means of specific Bell inequalities
and linear programming respectively. We demonstrate,
using the Bell inequality proposed in Ref. [21], that the
local content of the W-state tends exponentially fast to
zero for increasing N . This, and the fact that the entan-
glement in the state has a very robust (size-independent)
resistance to losses [22], would seem to suggest that there
could be an advantage to increasing N in tests of non-
locality. However, we show that this is not the case for
several concrete examples where the robustness actually
decreases with N , while in other cases which we have ex-
amined, only slight improvements with N are found. At
the same time the threshold scaling, for the cases with no
improvements, is not severe. This is positive, since mul-
tipartite nonlocality is important in its own right and
useful in several information processing tasks [23].
II. STATE AND PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS
The W-state for N parties, each a 2-dimensional quan-
tum system, can be taken to be
|WN 〉 = 1√
N
(|10 . . . 0〉+ · · ·+ |0 . . . 01〉) , (1)
where |0〉, |1〉 denote the eigenstates with eigenvalues 1,
−1 respectively of the Pauli operator σˆz. In a purely
optical implementation, (1) can be created by coherently
distributing a single photon among N parties. Heralded
single photons can be generated e.g. via spontaneous
parametric down conversion, and distributed by means
of linear optics. Measurements of σˆz then correspond
simply to single-photon detection (SPD). However, mea-
surements in the x-y plane of the Bloch sphere require
transformations such as |0〉 + |1〉 → |0〉 that do not pre-
serve energy, and hence cannot be implemented perfectly
with passive, linear optics. Nevertheless, approximate
implementations are possible as discussed below.
Another case we will consider is atom-photon entan-
glement. For single trapped atoms or ions, very high
detection efficiency and good control over the measure-
ment bases can be achieved [2]. At the same time,
through spontaneous emission, the atom can be entan-
gled with an optical field, e.g. in a state of the form
cos(θ)|e, 0〉+ sin(θ)|g, 1〉, with the first mode referring to
the atomic state and the second to the number of pho-
tons in the field. Distributing the emitted photon over
multiple modes, one arrives at a W-state with one atomic
party and N − 1 photonic parties, that is
|Wasym〉 = cos(θ)|e〉|vac〉N−1 + sin(θ)|g〉|W 〉N−1, (2)
where |vac〉 denotes a state with all modes in |0〉. Since
the coupling ηc between the atom and the emitted pho-
ton is not perfect, the actual state will be an inco-
herent sum of cos(θ)|e〉|vac〉N−1 + √ηc sin(θ)|g〉|W 〉N−1
and |g〉|vac〉N−1 with respective probabilities given by
cos2(θ) + ηc sin
2(θ) and (1− ηc) sin2(θ).
A. Pauli measurement via homodyning
An approximate implementation of σˆx can be achieved
using the fact that in the 0-1 photon Fock space, a ho-
modyne measurement with phase φ and sign-binning ap-
proximates a measurement of cos(φ)σˆx + sin(φ)σˆy, i.e. in
the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere [16]. For exam-
ple, within the 0-1 photon Fock space, the elements of
the projection operator approximating σˆx are
pixnm = 〈n|
(∫ ∞
0
dx|x〉〈x| −
∫ 0
−∞
dx|x〉〈x|
)
|m〉
=
∫ ∞
0
dxψ|n〉(x)ψ∗|m〉(x)−
∫ 0
−∞
dxψ|n〉(x)ψ∗|m〉(x)
=
√
2
pi
〈n|σˆx|m〉. (3)
Due to the non-unit factor
√
2/pi the detection is not per-
fect. The probability to produce the correct output given
either eigenstate of σˆx is
1
2 (1 +
√
2ηhom/pi), where ηhom
is the homodyne detection efficiency. For unit efficiency
this number becomes ∼ 89.9%.
B. Pauli measurement via displacement and SPD
In Ref. [24] an alternative method was proposed for
the implementation of measurements of σˆx. In this setup
the incoming field is displaced by mixing with a coherent
state on a highly transmitting beam splitter and subse-
quently measured with a single-photon detector. For a
real displacement α, the probability to observe no clicks
at the detector (in the absence of loss), when an eigen-
state of σˆx is incident, is given by
P (0|±) =
∣∣∣〈0|D(α) (|0〉 ± |1〉) /√2∣∣∣2 = 1
2
|〈α|0〉 ± 〈α|1〉|2
=
1
2
e−α
2
(1± α)2 , (4)
where D(α) is the displacement operator and |α〉 denotes
a coherent state. Thus, by choosing α = −1 one can en-
sure that the state |0〉x is faithfully detected, in the sense
that it will always give a detector click, while the state
|1〉x will give a no-click outcome with probability 2/e. As
we will see in the next section this has the same structure
as an SPD σˆz-measurement. However, this choice of α
suggested in Ref. [24] is not necessarily optimal. When
the single-photon detector has a non-unit efficiency ηspd,
(4) becomes
P (0|±) = 1
2
e−ηspdα
2 (
(1± ηspdα)2 + 1− ηspd
)
. (5)
The optimal choice of α will depend on ηspd as well
as on the Bell scenario in which the approximate σˆx-
measurement is used.
3III. GENERAL ERROR ANALYSIS
In any experiment, imperfections are likely to be
present in the form of losses, detector inefficiencies, and
noise. Depending on the particular setup, these imper-
fections might have different effects. We imagine Bell
experiments in which each party chooses between mea-
surements of the same two dichotomic observables, la-
beled by s and s′. For most cases we will consider, the
settings s, s′ will correspond to implementations of σz
and σx respectively. A broad range of error behaviour
can be modeled within the same framework, describing
each measurement by a POVM with elements
M↑ = η↑| ↑〉s〈↑ |+ (1− η↓)| ↓〉s〈↓ |,
M↓ = η↓| ↓〉s〈↓ |+ (1− η↑)| ↑〉s〈↑ |, (6)
where | ↑〉s, | ↓〉s are the eigenstates of the observable s.
For ideal efficiencies η↓,↑ = 1 this POVM implements a
projective measurement along the direction defined by s.
For non-ideal efficiency we capture several types of errors
as we now describe in detail.
One common loss-induced error occurs in experiments
based on single-photon detection, where imperfect detec-
tors lead to a decrease in the probability for observing one
outcome (click) and an increased probability for the com-
plementary outcome (no click). This makes sense e.g. for
an optical implementation of (1), with the z-basis corre-
sponding to the Fock basis and | ↑〉z = |1〉. The vacuum
never leads to clicks (in the absence of dark counts) while
the single photon is detected with a finite efficiency. We
can model this by taking
η↓ = 1 and η↑ ∈ [0, 1]. (7)
Note that this models also describes the approximate im-
plementation of σx via displacement, for α = ±1, as dis-
cussed in Sec. II B.
Another relevant error consists in each input state be-
ing incorrectly identified as its opposite with some small
probability. This corresponds for example to a polar-
isation measurement on a single photon, with a slight
misalignment of the experimental measurement basis. As
discussed in Sec. II A, it also occurs when homodyne mea-
surements are used to approximate a measurement of σx.
We can model this error by
η↓ = η↑ ∈ [0, 1]. (8)
Combining the POVMs (7) and (8), several interesting
scenarios can be described. For example, taking (7) with
η↑ = η for σˆz-measurements and (8) with η↑ = (1+
√
η)/2
for σˆx-measurements models an experiment where the
state is subject to an amplitude damping (AD) channel
which incoherently replaces |1〉 by |0〉 with probability
1 − η, and where all parties measure σˆz, σˆx. Such an
AD channel could describe e.g. transmission loss affect-
ing a single-photon W-state. Another example is the
dephasing (D) channel, which is relevant for trapped-ion
experiments, where dephasing is caused by magnetic-field
and laser-intensity fluctuations, or spontaneous emission
during Raman transitions [31], and also for photonic
polarization-qubits [32]. For σˆz- and σˆx-measurements,
the D channel with phase-flip probability 1−η is modeled
by (8) with η↑ = 1 and η↑ = (1 + η)/2 respectively.
One can imagine other scenarios for which measure-
ments return a result that does not correspond to any of
the binary outcomes, e.g. no click does not correspond
to any polarization direction. To treat such an addi-
tional outcome one can either adopt a binning strategy,
grouping it with one of the binary outcomes, or one can
consider a setting with more outcomes, for which two-
outcome Bell inequalities then no longer apply. Binning
can be modelled within the POVM framework. For ex-
ample (7) can be seen as binning of no-click events with
the ↓-outcome. We will return to additional outcomes in
V.
IV. BELL INEQUALITIES APPROACH
In this section we analyze the feasibility of the N
modes W-state and possibly entangled with an additional
atomic system to perform loophole free nonlocality tests
using several Bell inequalities.
The atomic party is assumed to be able to perform
ideal measurements in any basis. In order to find the
best thresholds we optimise over these bases and also on
the coefficient θ that describes the atom-photon entan-
gled state (2). The photonic parties are assumed all to
perform the same measurements: single-photon detection
with efficiency described by eq. (7) or an approximate
implementation of cos(φ)σˆx + sin(φ)σˆy. Actually, in all
the cases considered, we found numerically that the best
thresholds for the efficiencies are obtained for φ = 0, that
is for σˆx measurements.
A. Cabello et al. inequality
To begin with we investigate the inequality proposed
for the 3-qubit W-state by Cabello in Ref. [25] and later
generalised to more parties in Ref. [21]. Writing p(o|s) for
the probability that outcome o ∈ {0, 1} is obtained with
the measurement setting s ∈ {σˆx, σˆz}, in our variant the
inequality takes the form
p(all 0|all z) + p(all but one 0|all z)− p(x’s different, all z’s 0|two x, all else z)− p(all equal|all x) ≤ 0, (9)
4or more formally B ≤ 0 with
B =p(0, . . . , 0|z, . . . , z) +
∑
ν
p(ν(1, 0, . . . , 0)|z, . . . , z)−
∑
ν′
p(ν′(1, 0, . . . , 0)|ν′(x, x, z . . . , z)) (10)
− p(0, . . . , 0|x, . . . , x)− p(1, . . . , 1|x, . . . , x),
where ν runs over all cyclic permutations of length N
and ν′ runs over all permutations giving distinct images
of (1, 2, 0, . . . , 0). We note that the first term on the left-
hand side was not present in previous works [21, 24, 25].
However, it is easy to check that the inequality is still
valid, and since the term is always positive it can only
increase any violation of the inequality. The violation
of (10) attained by an N -party W-state approaches 1
exponentially fast with N , specifically
B(|W 〉) = 1− N
2N−1
. (11)
In Ref. [21, 25] no analysis of the robustness of the vi-
olation was presented. From the growing violation and
the robustness of the W-state entanglement against losses
one might speculate that there could be experimental ad-
vantage to increasing the number of parties. As an illus-
tration consider the N -party W-state undergoing ampli-
tude damping in each of its qubits, thus becoming
Φamp(|W 〉〈W |) = η|W 〉〈W |+ (1− η)|vac〉〈vac|, (12)
where |vac〉 denotes the state with all modes in |0〉, and
1− η is the damping rate (or equivalently the loss prob-
ability). To assess the effect of the damping, we need to
compute the value of B for the state |vac〉, and we find
B(|vac〉) = 1− 1
2
(
N
2
)
− 1
2N−1
. (13)
From (11)-(13) the critical η below which no violation is
possible can be analytically calculated and is given by
η˜amp =
8− 2N+2 + 2NN(N − 1)
(N − 1) (2NN − 8) . (14)
This is a monotonously decreasing function for N > 2
and hence the robustness to amplitude damping decreases
with the number of parties. Considering general detec-
tion inefficiencies given by (7) and (8) for σˆz and σˆx re-
spectively, one obtains Fig. 1, which also demonstrates
that the robustness of the Cabello inequality decreases
appreciatively for larger N . For the optimal case N = 3,
to obtain a loophole-free test with homodyne realisations
of σˆx and SPD realisations of σˆz we see that ηspd > 86.3%
is required. For a displacement realisation of σˆx one can
show that the bound is 86.4%.
B. Tight Bell inequalities
The inequality (10) is not a facet of the local polytope,
that is, it is not a tight Bell inequality. So one should
FIG. 1: Regions of violation of the Cabello inequality (10)
for N = 3, . . . , 8 (bottom to top), when the error behaviour
of σˆz- and σˆx-measurements is given respectively by (7) and
(8). The inequality is violated above the solid lines. Inter-
sections of the dotted and dashed with the solid lines give
respectively the critical survival probability for the AD chan-
nel and the critical σˆz-efficiency when σˆx is approximated via
homodyning.
expect that the results obtained in the previous section
are not optimal and that one could improve the thresh-
olds testing the nonlocality of the W-states by means
of tight Bell inequalities. To probe this we first inves-
tigate the tripartite scenario, which is fully character-
ized by the Sliwa inequalities [28]. For higher N one
can consider the WWWZB-inequality [33] that fully de-
scribes tight Bell inequalities that can be formed with
only full correlators, that is, only correlations between
all subsystems. The WWWZB inequality describes the
multipartite case where each party chooses between two
different dichotomic measurements. There are 22
N
tight,
linear Bell inequalities which can be succinctly expressed
in terms of the single non-linear inequality∑
r
∣∣∣ξ̂(r)∣∣∣ ≤ 1, (15)
where ξ̂(r) = 2−N
∑
s(−1)r·s |ξ(s)|, r and s are vectors
describing a binary strings, for example s = (s1, · · · , sN )
with sk = {0, 1} and ξ(s) is the full correlator so that sk
indicates the choice of the observable Ak(sk) at site k. In
the following we analyze the pure photonic case and the
atom-photon case.
Pure Photonic. We found that for N = 3 the Mer-
min inequality [29] - a particular case of the Sliwa and
WWWZB inequalities - is the one providing the best ro-
bustness to losses and detection inneficiencies. However,
for N ≥ 5 the Mermin inequality is not violated any-
5FIG. 2: Region of violations for the WWWZB inequality us-
ing an optical W-state for N = 3, 4, 5. The dashed and dotted
lines indicate ηx as a function of ηz for the approximate σx
implementation of Sec. II A and amplitude damping respec-
tively. With homodyning, the best critical SPD efficiency is
obtained for N = 4 or 7. When displacements are used, the
best is N = 4.
more for the chosen measurement settings, even without
any imperfections, and instead we consider the criteria
(15). The results obtained are displayed in Fig. 2. It
is interesting to note that with WWWZB inequalities,
when ηz ≈ 1 the required efficiencies for ηx significantly
decrease with increasing N . For the particular case of
SPD z-measurements and approximate x-measurements
based on ideal homodyning, i.e. ηx =
1
2 (1 +
√
2/pi),
we find that the best threshold for the SPD efficiency is
ηcritspd ≈ 85% obtained for N = 4 or 7. Similarly, when
the x-measurement is based on displacement followed by
SPD, the best threshold is again 85% found for N = 4.
Thus, the performance of the two schemes is similar.
However, we note that while ηhom = 1 was assumed for
the homodyning scheme, there is no such assumption for
the displacement scheme. Also, while the former scheme
requires a fast switching between homodyning and single-
photon detection, in the latter all that is needed is a fast
transition between on and off states for the coherent dis-
placement field, which may be easier experimentally (op-
timal values of α correspond to mean photon numbers on
the order of 1). Hence, the displacement scheme may be
the more attractive option for implementation.
Atom-Photon. Considering the case where the pho-
tonic modes are entangled with an atom the thresholds
can be considerably improved. We compute the thresh-
olds for violation of (15) in the particular case where
x-measurements are implemented via ideal homodyning.
The results are shown in Fig. 3 for N = 2, 4, 6, 8. One
sees that the optimal thresholds are obtained forN = 2, a
case already considered in Ref. [17]. For perfect coupling
between the atom and the photon, a threshold as low as
ηcritspd ≈ 37% can be obtained in the limit θ → 0, that is
the optimal state is almost separable, in analogy with the
Eberhard result [18]. For N = 3 on the other hand, the
threshold is higher, ηcritspd ≈ 55%, but the optimal state is
more entangled. We find θ ≈ −0.78 which corresponds
to a negativity of N = 0.993 between the atom and the
FIG. 3: Regions of violations of the WWWZB inequality for
an optical W-state entangled with an atom for N = 2, 4, 6, 8
(bottom to top). The approximate σx implementation of
Sec. II A with perfect homodyning is assumed. One sees that
the optimal case is N = 2, which implies a very small value
for the atom-photon entanglement.
photonic modes (N ranges from 0 for a separable state to
1 for a maximally entangled state [34]). Similar results
hold for higher N . We note that we are not optimiz-
ing over the coefficients that define the photonic state,
e.g. the parameters of beam splitters utilized to divide
the single photon between different modes. In principle
if such an optimization is done, lower values for the min-
imum efficiencies can be achieved and in the limit where
only one photonic mode is populated we effectively fall
back into N = 2.
To compare the homodyning and displacement
schemes for x-measurements, we have performed a more
detailed calculation for the bipartite case, where the only
relevant Bell inequality is CHSH. We first note, that
when all detectors as well as the atom-photon coupling
are taken to be perfect, the magnitude of the violation is
higher in the displacement scheme. The schemes violate
the LHV bound of 2 by 2.64 and 2.56. Next, we consider a
realistic case in which the detection of the atomic state is
imperfect at behaves according to (7), which corresponds
e.g. to a flourescence measurement where the fluoresc-
ing state is detected with a finite efficiency. We fix the
atomic detection efficiency to be 95%. Similarly, we take
the homodyne detection efficiency to be ηhom = 98%.
The result is shown in Fig. 4. Under these assumptions,
we find that for low SPD efficiency, the best tolerance to
coupling loss is obtained using the homodyning scheme,
as in Ref. [17]. On the other hand, for a coupling ef-
ficiency below ∼ 70%, which may well be the case in
experiment, the tolerance to SPD inefficiency is better
in the displacement scheme. We remark that the SPD
efficiency required for violation for coupling efficiencies
around ∼ 65% is high, but that detectors reaching effi-
ciencies in the 90%-range have been demonstrated [35].
6FIG. 4: Regions of violation of the CHSH inequality.
The solid and dashed lines correspond to optical σx-
implementations based on displacement and homodyning re-
spectively. For the homodyne detectors ηhom = 98% while
the atoms are detected with efficiency 95%.
V. POLYTOPE
To probe nonlocality in a more general scenario we
consider a measure of nonlocality based on the Elitzur-
Popescu-Rohrlich (EPR2) decomposition [27]. For a
given experiment, that is for a fixed input state and set
of measurement basis, we can compute the joint prob-
ability distribution of the outcomes given the settings
P = p(o1, . . . , oN |s1, . . . , sN ). If this distribution is non-
local, then the experiment must necessarily violate some
Bell inequality. Conversely, if it is local no Bell inequality
can be violated. Any such P can be decomposed into the
convex mixture of a purely local and a purely nonlocal
part
P = (1− pNL)PL + pNLPNL, (16)
where PL and PNL are respectively a local and a non-
signalling distribution. The minimal value p˜NL of pNL
over all such possible decompositions provides an unam-
biguous quantification of the nonlocality, called the non-
local content of P .
The nonlocal content can be efficiently calculated by
linear programming [7], and we make use of this to ob-
tain critical efficiencies required for detection of nonlo-
cality under various errors. However, let us first no-
tice that the violation of any particular Bell inequal-
ity allows one to obtain a nontrivial lower bound on
the nonlocal content. Indeed, for any (linear) Bell in-
equality I ≤ IL, the optimal decomposition of P yields
I(P ) ≡ (1− p˜NL)I(P˜L) + p˜NLI(P˜NL). Since P˜L cannot
violate the Bell inequality and I(P˜NL) is bounded by its
maximal algebraic value Imax, it follows that
p˜NL ≥ I(P )− I
L
Imax − IL . (17)
From here, it follows that any P which saturates the
maximal algebraic value, I(P ) = Imax is automatically
fully nonlocal, i.e. it has p˜NL = 1. This is precisely
FIG. 5: Locality regions for the W-state under σz, σx mea-
surements with error behaviour given by (7) and (8) respec-
tively. Locality is violated above the solid lines. Intersections
of the solid with the dashed and dotted lines respectively give
the critical SPD efficiencies for the approximate σx implemen-
tation of Sec. II A and for amplitude damping.
what happens to GHZ states [30], which reach the al-
gebraic maximum of the Mermin inequality [29] and are
said to be fully nonlocal. We can now see that the W-
state has a similar property for large N . On the one
hand, the algebraic maximum of (10) is Imax = 1, since
the only positive terms in the inequality are mutually
exclusive events that maximally sum up to one. On the
other hand, from (11) the W-state violation approaches
1 exponentially fast, I(W ) → 1, as N → ∞. Thus, the
nonlocal content of the W-state approaches unity.
Let us now turn to investigate the robustness of the
nonlocality, by means of the polytope approach. We
will look at the symmetric W-state (1), for the case of
a single-photon implementation with imperfect photode-
tection as well as the case where losses are treated as a
third outcome, corresponding e.g. to an implementation
with polarisation qubits.
Single-photon case. We map out the regions of locality
when all parties perform imperfect measurements of σz
and σx, with the behavior of the imperfections given by
(7) and (8) respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 5,
for N = 3, 4, and 5, and should be compared with Fig. 2.
We note that the regions in the two plots are identical for
N = 3, 4, i.e. the WWWZB-criterion, based on full cor-
relators only, yields the optimal solution in these cases.
However, for N = 5, the region obtained from the full
polytope, while qualitatively similar to that found tak-
ing only full correlators, yields lower critical efficiencies
as might be expected in general. One special case of the
(7)+(8) model is amplitude damping with ideal detectors,
for which ηx = (1+
√
ηz)/2 as indicated by the dashed line
in Fig. 5. In the case N = 3, the threshold for violation
agrees with (14) obtained from the inequality (10), but
higher N allows for better tolerance than this inequality
predicts. Another case is the approximate implementa-
tion of σx given in Sec. II A. In this setting ηx ≈ 89.9%,
which we note falls in a region with only very modest
improvement in critical efficiency up to N = 5. It is very
7interesting to note that within the polytope approach,
when ηx ≈ 1 the required efficiencies for ηz significantly
decrease with increasing N and for example for N = 5
we have ηcritz ≈ 33%.
Loss as 3rd outcome. In some cases, while inefficiencies
may not be avoidable it can be possible to detect when
a loss occurs. E.g. for measurements on optical polar-
isation qubits, a no-click event indicates that a photon
was lost. For such a scenario, the no-click event can be
treated as an additional outcome and by considering a
polytope for distributions with three outcomes, the lo-
cality regions can be computed. We consider the ideal
W-state (1) and two lossy Pauli measurements, the same
for all parties. When the measurement are σx and σz, we
find that locality is violated whenever ηx > 2(1− ηz) for
N = 3, 4. In particular, in the limit ηz → 1, any non-zero
ηx is sufficient for violation. This is analogous to the re-
sult obtained by Garbarino in the bipartite scenario [36].
The same holds when the two bases are arbitrary, but
the same for all parties. Due to the limitations on our
numerical algorithm, we were not able to go to N > 4.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have given a detailed analysis of the
requirements to perform a nonlocality test using a single-
photon W-state shared between multiple parties, and
possibly entangled with an additional atomic system. We
have focused on implementations using two measurement
bases, of which one corresponds exactly to single-photon
detection while the other requires and approximate im-
plementation, e.g. via homodyning. Through a POVM
model capturing a broad range of detection imperfections
and loss we have numerically obtained the thresholds nec-
essary for a loophole-free violation of local realism. In
the case of atom-photon entanglement, comparing dif-
ferent numbers of parties N , we have shown that the
bipartite scenario yields the best tolerance to loss. For
high atom-photon coupling efficiency, the scheme consid-
ered very recently in Ref. [17], using both homodyne and
single-photon detectors, yields the lowest thresholds for
the single-photon detection efficiency, while for lower cou-
pling efficiency another scheme based on displacements
and single-photon detection performs better.
With offset in the Bell inequality of Ref. [25] we have
demonstrated that for increasing N , the local content of
the W-state under ideal Pauli measurements tends ex-
ponentially fast to zero, that is, the state becomes gen-
uinely nonlocal. Surprisingly, we could also show that
despite of that, the robustness of the violation with re-
spect to loss actually decreases rapidly with N . Taking
a step up in terms of generality, we then considered the
WWWZB-inequalities [33] which provide a compact de-
scription of all tight Bell inequalities formed only from
full correlators. From these we again found that increas-
ing N does not necessarily lead to better loss thresholds.
For example, assuming one approximate Pauli measure-
ment based on ideal homodyning and another based on
imperfect single-photon detection, the best threshold is
reached already for N = 4, giving ηcritspd ≈ 85%. Finally,
we approached the W-state via the polytope of local dis-
tributions, covering all possible Bell inequalities and thus
taking another step up in terms of generality (as well as
numerical complexity). With this approach, we found
that the loss thresholds for a single photon are similar
to those obtained from WWWZB, though slightly better
for N ≤ 5. For implementations that permit the detec-
tion of loss events, such as those based on polarisation
qubits, much better thresholds can be obtained, with the
threshold for one basis approaching 0 when the efficiency
in the complementary basis is high.
We note that in the cases where increasing N leads
to unchanged or worse loss thresholds, the scaling is not
severe. This is a positive result which means that multi-
partite nonlocality tests become feasible with only slight
improvements in detection efficiencies over those required
for optimal N . As a possible extension of the results pre-
sented here, one can consider nonlocality tests involving
more than a single photon and that can also be feasible
prepared with current technology [15]. Also to consider
more general scenarios where each party is allowed to
perform more than just two measurements [37] can be a
interesting approach to obtain less demanding detection
efficiencies.
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